
May 5/6 Reflection by Frances Chikahisa 

 

St Joseph parishioners! I’m so honored to be asked to speak to you. Though I 

don’t know many of you personally, I feel very connected to you because you are 

my St. Joseph spiritual family and spiritual home. I have found such an 

outpouring of love and acceptance here. 

 

However, today I have a story to tell and this Sunday, the sixth Sunday of Easter, 

the readings have a special relevance. 

 

My desire to share my story comes from the realization that soon there would be 

almost no one left to give a first hand account of the historic time I went through 

as a Japanese-American. 

 

There were five in my family, my parents and their three daughters. I am the 

middle child. My parents lived in Los Angeles which was home to the family 

from the early 20s. My father owned a business by which he provided us with a 

middle class lifestyle. 

 

Los Angeles had a large Japanese immigrant population in those days and was a 

fertile field for Christian evangelization. The Maryknoll religious community of 

priests, nuns and brothers had founded a mission school for the children of these 

immigrants and welcomed all, almost all of whom were non-Catholics, my 

family included. At the outbreak of World War II, I was in the 8th Grade. 

 

With the declaration of war, there was mass hysteria, confusion, anxiety and 

dread of what the future held for us. We didn’t have long to wait. Soon after the 

Pearl Harbor attack, on February 19, 1942, President Roosevelt issued 

Presidential Order 90266 where we learned that we were ordered to move out of 

the West Coast of the US immediately. 

 

Many families were additionally disrupted since some heads of families were 

arrested for suspicion of loyalty to Japan and sent to Federal prisons 

immediately, further weakening an already terrified community. My father was 

speared arrest because of his support of our Catholic School. Yet in spite of the 

efforts of the priests, we were ordered into camps by early May, 1942.  First we 

were shuttled into temporary camps set up county fairgrounds and in parking 

lots of horse tracks. There we remained for almost half a year until ten more 

“permanent “ camps were built in California, Idaho, Utah, Arizona, Colorado, 

Wyoming and Arkansas.  During this time the Maryknoll Community assigned a 



Priest to serve us in our camps, especially to those camps where the families of 

the students of the schools in both Los Angeles and Seattle were incarcerated. 

 

Our family went first to Santa Anita Assembly Center on the grounds of the race 

track in  

Arcadia, California.  There we were struck by tragedy when my older sister 

suffered a ruptured appendix and was only saved by the efforts of a surgeon, a 

fellow internee who had advanced knowledge in the use of sulfa drugs. My sister 

survived the surgery but her weakened condition caused a secondary illness of 

tuberculosis. Since she required isolation and the interior camps were not 

designed for the care of communicable diseases, she remained in a hospital in 

California.  She remained there until nearly the end of the war, when the West 

Coast was at last reopened to Japanese Americans. 

 

There were 110,000 of us who were incarcerated. It has been said that 

imprisonment was done in order to protect us but that does not explain the 

barbed wire enclosures and armed MP guards with their guns pointed inward, 

or the constant searchlight surveillance into the camps! Over half of the 

population were minor children and the immigrant adults were barred from 

citizenship by law. We were imprisoned without a hearing, without due process 

of law and with an indeterminate sentence. 

 

I spent three years in a muddy, humid Arkansas camp and completed three of 

my high school years there. Ironically our high school obtained the highest 

academic rating in Arkansas! 

 

When we were allowed to return to the west coast I went on to UCLA after 

graduating from Los Angeles High School. With assistance from The 

Archdiocese of Los Angeles I transferred to Mt. St. Mary’s College in Los 

Angeles and went on from there to graduate school at USC, earning a Master’s 

Degree in social work. We were all baptized into the faith about this time. 

 

How has this affect me? When asked, my friends and I tend to minimize our 

experience. A common response is, “It wasn’t too bad”. But as I became a 

therapist I learned to understand the effect of hatred, prejudice and racism. I 

carry deep painful feelings difficult to openly express. How do I describe the 

sense of shame and degradation—to be found guilty simply of “being myself”. It 

is an all encompassing crime. It’s not guilt over a behavior; it’s not shame for 

harboring angry or hateful thoughts; toward acts or words directed to my 

person. It’s an overarching sense for powerful that covering them up seems the 



only solution. But at what a tremendous cost! Feelings that can’t be openly 

displayed or talked about causes all other feelings to be similarly repressed, 

resulting in a diminishing of ardent feelings of love; of any exuberance and zest 

for life. The result is an emotional flatness, leaving a sense of loss, unexplainable. 

 

In today’s readings Jesus says, “love one another as I have loved you”. My 

family and I experienced love from many people, especially from the Maryknoll 

priests, brothers and nuns who accepted us so totally. With Jesus’ love, we can 

overcome fear; when we lock people away unjustly because of our fear, we also 

create great loss and pain not easily healed. Not even by our successes. 


